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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to compare the emotional intelligence and the creativity of the students
according to their gender, thus the study has carried out among the smart students of Alborz Province.
The statistical population of this study consist all intelligent schools for boys and girls at the junior high
school in each 4 sections of Karaj city; which totally includes 6 schools and 35 classes and 1009 students.
The sample size was calculated using the Cochran formula and it generally includes 277 smart students.
The selection of boys and girls students has done using the cluster-random sampling method. Data has
been gathered using the two emotional intelligent questionnaire of Baron with the alpha coefficient of
0.93 and the correlation coefficient of 0.88 for the odd and even questions and the creative test of form
“A” (verbal) of Torrance test. The reliability of creativity index of this test has been calculated as 21
using the Kouder Richardson test and its level of significance have been calculated a number between
0.89 and 0.94 at the 99% level of significance. The collected data have been investigated using the sample
t-test of independent groups. The results showed that both variables of emotional intelligence and
creativity are significantly higher in male smart students than the average of female smart students.
Keywords: Smart Students, Creativity, Emotional Intelligence
INTRODUCTION
Intelligence is of those cases that have been highly considered by psychologists and, during the age of
psychology, it has always been tried to study the nature of intelligence, its types, and its variability and so
on. When we talk about the intelligence, features such as fast learning, immediate and accurate
calculations and new solutions come to mind.
Pioneers of education have pointed out to some skills and abilities of smart students that help them to be
compatible in the era of information and the spread of science and technology. These features are as
follows: 1. the ability to communicate efficiently with others, 2. Becoming master at science, math,
technology and foreign languages, 3. Cooperation with different cultural groups, 4. the ability of doing
educational projects, 5. Take responsibility of decisions and self-motivation, 6. The commitment to
ethical, familial and social issues (Brockman et al., 2009)
Currently, psychologists believed reasoning and understanding verbal and numerical relationships as the
core of intelligence and called creativity as a factor that a person can use in a non-conventional but useful
way to get adapted to new circumstances and situations. Another factor that has been the subject of many
studies and research is emotional intelligence (Pirkhaefi, 2010). It is said that emotional intelligence is
something within each of us that is somewhat intangible. The emotional intelligence determines how to
control our behavior, how to deal with our social issues and how to make decisions which lead to positive
results (Mayer et al., 2000). In the past, there has been this belief that emotions are the source of violence
and this feature is in contrast with the excellent thinking processes, such as intelligence; but today,
psychologists by introducing the emotional intelligence has tried to clarify that intelligence and emotions
are not in contrast with each other (Hashemi, 2011).
Nowadays, the models of human performance are debating that besides the abilities of analysis and
reasoning, the ability of social communications is effective on the performance of human as well and
some evidence shows that there are different mechanisms in brain for the cognitive and emotional
abilities related to the social interactions, while the intelligence tests measure only the cognitive abilities
(Jeune et al., 2009).
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The emotional intelligence is associated with the self-understanding and the understanding of others,
communication with others, adaptability and compliance with the environment which is necessary to
succeed and meet the social demands and is considered as a tactical ability of the person; while the
cognitive intelligence has strategic and long-term capabilities. Emotional intelligence makes it possible to
anticipate of success, for it shows that how a person immediately use his knowledge in different
situations. In other words, the emotional intelligence refers to the differences of people in perception,
processing, adjustment and applying of emotional information (Moura and Olivier, 2008).
Mayer and Salovey (1997) believed that emotional intelligence includes a set of integrated skills for
accurate perception, assessment and expressing emotions, accessing or creating emotions to facilitate
thinking, the ability to understand emotions and emotional knowledge and the ability to emotions
regulation for the emotional and intellectual growth. This cognitive structure includes 4 components of
assessment and expressing self-emotion, assessment and identifying others’ emotions, self-regulation of
emotion and the use of emotion to facilitate the performance. Many studies showed that several important
variables such as mental health and self-efficacy and creativity can be effective on emotional intelligence.
Creativity is also a process where efforts should be made to flourish potential abilities and the presence of
ability and motivation is necessary to get prepared and achieving objectives. If someone has a good
emotional perception, they can take advantage of changes in mood and the perception of emotions, and to
use such perception to manage and cope with excitement (Mayer, 1999).
Investigating the concept of creativity showed that the behavioral elements forming a creative personality
are in accordance with the features needed for intelligent people in the present society. Rogers (1977)
stated that creativity is one of the more interesting and most fruitful interactions of human mind that a few
studies have been done on in comparison with other mental abilities (Quoted from Hosseini, 2008).
Stated that it seemed the relationship between emotional intelligence and emotional creativity is
coincident with the relationship between cognitive intelligence and creativity. Experimental researches
support this hypothesis that cognitive intelligence and creativity are separate structures. From one
perspective, creativity includes a combination of analytical and practical intelligence, while it is different
and independent from intelligence because of not being limited to functioning and cognitive or mental
behavior and the association with a combination of motivation condition, personality factors, the
environmental circumstances, chances and even products (Sternberg and Ahara, 2010). Currently,
psychologists believed reasoning and understanding verbal and numerical relationships as the core of
intelligence and called creativity as a factor that a person can use in a non-conventional but useful way to
get adapted to new circumstances and situations (Pirkhaefi, 2011).
It seems that there is an overlap between the characteristics of intelligent people and the characteristics of
those who not only use their cognitive intelligent, but also have a high creativity and emotional
intelligence. Thus, some attributes of creative people have been reported as follows: the high motivation
for progress, high curiosity, and high interest in the work order, perseverance, critically thinking, high
motivation and wide knowledge. Stain believed that, “Moreover, some of the above characteristics of
clever people overlap the definitions of emotional intelligence such as: assertive strength, flexibility, the
strength of influencing others, sensitivity to social issues” (Seif, 2007).
Creativity and innovation are of those features that not only require an intelligent more than the average,
but they require high motivation. It is said that having the intelligent more than the average is necessary
for creative work, but it is not adequate. For creativity in addition to having at least 120 IQ, motivation
and special talent are needed. According to psychologists, intelligence is a convergent skill that is directed
to achieve solution or an individual answer, while creativity is a divergent skill that requires different,
uncommon and exquisite responses. Creativity requires that the person engage in divergent thinking and
to solve a problem, relinquish their mind from the ordinary solutions to achieve new types of solutions
and answers (Sharifi, 2011).
Considering the mentioned subjects, it seems that there is an overlap between the characteristics of
successful people and the characteristics of those who not only use their cognitive intelligent, but also
have a high creativity and emotional intelligence. Thus, some attributes of creative people have been
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reported as follows: the high motivation for progress, high curiosity, and high interest in the work order,
perseverance, critically thinking, high motivation and wide knowledge (Seif, quoted from Stain, 2004).
Moreover, some of the characteristics of these people overlap the definitions of emotional intelligence
such as: assertive strength, flexibility, the strength of influencing others, sensitivity to social issues.
In this regard, during the studying of characteristics of successful people, some points have been
mentioned that are mostly personality traits. Some of these attributes have been stated by experts such as
McClelland, Muller, Duke, Whig field and Ackles: they prefer working on relatively hard task and avoid
of getting involved in activities which are very hard or very easy, they like competition and to achieve the
success they will compete, they follow clear objectives to receive feedback for the results of their
performance, they feel responsible to fulfill their duty and show perseverance and attempt to achieve their
objectives (Hoffman, 2006).
Research Background
Many researchers have been conducted about the intelligent, creativity and their relation and many views
have been provided as well. Mackinnon, by conducting a study, found that creative participants mostly
have intelligence higher than the average and some have a higher intelligence. But their intelligence
doesn’t have a similar relationship with their creativity. Mackinnon said that if we set the minimum IQ
score between 115 and 120, being more intelligent doesn’t necessarily mean that you are more creative. It
means that it is not true to say that the person who is more intelligent, necessarily has higher creativity
(Brockman et al., 2009).
Torrance had the same opinion. He believed that from a point, the importance of intelligence becomes
less, and the differentiation of converged and divergent thinking increases. The point or threshold is equal
to the IQ level of 120. From this point of intelligence onwards, if the person has the intelligence and
creativity, it will emerge. Thus, intelligence and creativity may have correlation at the IQ level lower than
120 but they do not have correlation at IQ level of 120 and higher.
Baron and Harrington have also shown that creative people that provide different ideas to solve issues
have an IQ higher than normal.
Haghighi (2003) investigated the issue in his study that whether there are any differences between the
nine combination groups of intelligence and creativity in terms of diagnostic features?
To answer this question, he selected students randomly among 4,500 students. Abedi creativity test and
Raven intelligence test were taken. Then, by dividing students into three categories of high, low and
average scores in terms of intelligence and creativity, nine groups have been achieved, respectively.
Afterwards, the 16 personality factor test of Cattell was implemented. The results suggested that in the
nine groups there are significant differences in terms of low intelligence - intelligent, passionate - stable,
pragmatic - fundamentalist, restraint – not restraint, resting – anxious.
In this regard, Besharat et al., (2011) reported the level of emotional intelligence of girl students more
than the level of emotional intelligence of boy students and showed that the academic achievement of
female students defines 67 percent of variance of emotional intelligence and the academic achievement of
male students defines 59% of the variance of emotional intelligence. Sajjadi (2010) showed in his study
that there is not a significant difference between girls and boys in terms of the total score of emotional
intelligence. The differences of emotional intelligence debate in terms of gender have attracted the
attention of many researchers. Findings showed that the level of emotional intelligence is higher in girls
than boys. Mayer and Saloay (2004) found in a research that intelligent students earn higher grades than
ordinary students in terms of emotional intelligence components such as perceptual emotions, acceptance,
understanding and the control of emotions and also they have a better performance in terms of creativity.
Bowers (2011) showed that, among high school students, when the level of intelligence is high, the
correlation of intelligence and creativity is significant in determining the academic achievement.
Kumar (2013) showed in a research that there is not a significant difference between the students with
high intelligent and low creativity and the ones with low intelligence and high creativity in their academic
achievement. This shows that the high level of creativity in academic performance can compensate for
low IQ.
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In a study that Lyons and Schneider (2010) conducted, they concluded that high emotional intelligence
leads to the high performance and better competition in the face of stressful tasks; or according to the
studies of Jeune et al., (2007), it is stated that after the control of mental abilities, emotional intelligence
has effect on the academic performance of students of Shanghai University.
Studies showed that the ability to express emotions, empathy and creativity are more in women and girls
than men and boys and also their attention to the emotions of others is more in interpersonal relationships.
Some studies stated that the emotional intelligence of women is higher than men but on the other hand
some other studies stated that there is not a difference between the emotional intelligence of men and
women. Authentic texts mostly emphasized on the difference of emotional intelligence in men and
women and stated that women and girls have frequently higher emotional intelligence than men and boys.
Researchers have investigated the relation of creativity and academic performance. For instance, Bowers
(2005) showed that, among high school students, the correlation of intelligence and creativity is
significant in determining the academic achievement. Also in the study of Kumar (2007) showed that
there is not a significant difference between the students with high intelligent and low creativity and the
ones with low intelligence and high creativity in their academic achievement. This shows that the high
level of creativity in academic performance can compensate for low IQ.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Methods
Generally, the main objective of this research was to compare the emotional intelligence and creativity
between the intelligent girls and boys students of Karaj province. Thus, the present study is correlational
type so the variables of cognitive intelligence and creativity of a sample were measured simultaneously
and their relationship was investigated.
Statistical Population and Sample
The sample of this study included all daily schools for intelligent boys and girls at the junior high school
in each 4 sections of Karaj province; that in total, it made 6 schools and 35 classes and 1009 students.
Statistical Sample and Sampling Method
Sample size estimation was performed using Cochran formula. Thus, the estimated sample size using the
mentioned formula included: 150 intelligent boys and 127 intelligent girls which in total it made 277
intelligent students. The selection of intelligent boys and girls students from public schools has done
using the random-cluster sampling method. Thus, all 4 sections of Karaj province have been included in
the sample and in each district a high school for intelligent boys and another for intelligent girls have been
selected.
Data Gathering Tool
In the present study, two instruments were used to measure the variables:
1. Baron Emotional Intelligence Test
Using the EQ-I questionnaire, that have been developed by Baron, included 133 questions that 117
questions were according to the 5 combination factors, 15 questions were positive impression and 8
questions were negative impression. The responses are of Likert method type (never, rarely, sometimes,
often, and always). The questionnaire used in Iran, had 90 questions that measures the emotional
intelligence in 5 subscales of intrapersonal skills, interpersonal skills, adaptability, stress management and
general mood. The 5 combined factors are composed of 15 subscales that are as follows: intrapersonal
relations scale (which included subscales of emotional self-awareness, self-esteem, assertiveness,
independence and prosperity), interpersonal relations scale (which included subscales of empathy, social
commitment and interpersonal relationships), adaptability scale (Reality testing, flexibility and problemsolving), stress management scale (The ability to handle stress and control momentum) and general mood
scale (happiness, optimism).
For grading the questionnaire, the 5 degree scale of Likert must be used. For completely false options 1,
false options 2, partially true options 3, right options 4 and absolutely true options 5 will be given. The
reliability of the test was evaluated using the internal consistency method and calculating Cronbach's
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alpha. The Cronbach's alpha value is 0.93 which is considered as an acceptable figure for reliability. The
correlation coefficient has also been calculated 0.88 in the Bisection method and in evaluating the odd
and even questions of the questionnaire.
2. Creative Thinking Test of Torrance (Verbal)
One of the most famous tests of measuring creativity is the Torrance Test, containing 60 questions. The
test is appropriate for elementary school age and older (to high school). The test evaluates four cognitive
processes of creativity that these processes include fluidity, flexibility, and innovation. The reliability of
creativity index in this test has been calculated 21 using the Kouder Richardson test and its level of
significance have been calculated a number between 0.89 and 0.94 at the 99% level of significance. The
calculated reliability in another research has shown a rate higher than 0.90 (Torrance, 1998). Khaefi
(1993) validated the Iranian form of the Torrance test. He calculated the validity of each subscales of
form B as follows: fluidity0.78, expansion 0.91, flexibility 0.81, innovation 0.74 and the test reliability
0.80.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data in this research were analyzed at two descriptive and inferential levels. At the descriptive level, data
were summarized using descriptive tables.
The Intelligent Boy Students
The calculated mean in emotional intelligence variable is 335.92 which are at a high level. Lowest score
was 278 and the highest score was 363. The obtained value of tilt and skewness in this variable showed
the normality of distribution.
The Intelligent Girl Students
The calculated mean in emotional intelligence variable is 283.57 which are at the average level. Lowest
score was 260 and the highest score was 352. The obtained value of tilt and skewness in this variable
showed the normality of distribution.
The scores range in the creativity variable was between 60 and 180.
The Intelligent Boy Students
The calculated mean in creativity variable is 144.64 which are at a high level. Lowest score was 130 and
the highest score was 160. The obtained value of tilt and skewness in this variable showed the normality
of distribution.
The Intelligent Girl Students
The calculated mean in creativity variable is 283.57 which are at a level higher than the average. Lowest
score was 106 and the highest score was 165. The obtained value of tilt and skewness in these variables
showed the normality of distribution.
To investigate the significance of difference between the scores of emotional intelligence and creativity in
two groups, t- test of independent groups was used which results are reported in the followings.
Table 1: Descriptive measures of emotional intelligence and creativity
Intelligence
Gender
Mean
Standard
Tilt
Skewness
deviation
335.92
23.79
-0.19
0.40
Emotional
Boy
283.57
19.75
0.31
0.62
Intelligence
Girl
144.64
8.09
-0.14
-0.47
Creativity
Boy
131.84
14.36
0.53
0.22
Girl
The scores range of emotional intelligence was between 90 and 450.

Lowest
Score
278
260
130
106

Highest
Score
363
352
160
165

The First Hypothesis
There is difference in emotional intelligence of intelligent students according to their gender.
The mean scores of emotional intelligence of intelligent female students were 283.57 and the mean scores
of emotional intelligence of intelligent male students were 335.92. T-test investigated the level of
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significance of this difference. The obtained T value was -12.18 which is significant at P≤0.01 level; and
the difference of emotional intelligent scores of intelligent boys and girls was significant. Considering
that the mean value of scores of boys is higher than the mean value of score of intelligent girls (the
difference is 52.35), it can be said that intelligent male students have higher emotional intelligence than
intelligent female students.
Table 2: Independent Groups t-Test (The significant difference of emotional intelligence in terms of
gender)
Groups
Mean
Means’ Difference Degree
of T value
Significance level
freedom
Girl
283.57
-52.35
275
-12.18
0.0001
Boy
335.92
The Second Hypothesis
There is a difference between the creativity of intelligent students according to their gender.
The mean scores of creativity of intelligent female students were 131.84 and the mean scores of creativity
of intelligent male students were 335.92. T-test investigated the level of significance of this difference.
The obtained T value was -3.08 which is significant at P≤0.05 level; and the difference of creativity
scores of intelligent boys and girls was significant. Considering that the mean value of scores of boys is
higher than the mean value of score of intelligent girls (the difference is 12.80), it can be said that
intelligent male students have higher creativity than intelligent female students.
Table 3: Independent sample t-test (significant sex differences in emotional intelligence)
Groups
Mean
Means’ Difference Degree
of T value
Significance level
freedom
Girl
131.84
-12.80
275
-3.08
0.04
Boy
144.64
In the first hypothesis, the results suggested that intelligent male students have higher emotional
intelligence than intelligent female students.
The results of this study were inconsistent with the results of Sarny (2000), Petrides et al., (2000), Molaei
(2011). But it was consistent with the result of study of Javadi and Ezhei (2007).
The results of studies of Javadi and Ezhei (2007) showed that intelligent female students have higher
emotional intelligent than male students. In some aspects of emotional intelligence such as social trends
and making friends, intelligent girls are better. In other cases, especially in the general score of emotional
intelligence, there is no difference between the two groups.
The results of researches showed that girls deal better with problems than boys when faced with social
problems. They are happier and more optimistic and this helps them to establish stronger interpersonal
relationships (Crick, 2002). Baron (2000) showed that women are stronger in interpersonal relationships,
empathy and social responsibility. Researches showed that empathy and emotional expression are higher
in women than men (Molaei, 2011).
But emotional intelligence is not limited to these features. In empowerment view, in studying of
emotional intelligence, emotional intelligence is defined as a kind of intelligence that includes emotion.
Mayer et al., (2000) developed a modified model of emotional intelligence that investigates the emotional
intelligence as an operation in two cognitive and emotional systems. According to empowerment
model of Mayer et al., (2000), processing information about one's emotions and others in emotional
intelligence is important (Galakar, 2004) and high cognitive abilities can help improve emotional
intelligence. Considering the differences between boys and girls in some certain cognitive skills such as
thinking, cognitive development, intelligence and so on, the possibility of existing major differences in
the dimensions of emotional intelligence between two genders is predictable.
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In the second hypothesis, the results suggested that intelligent male students have higher creativity than
intelligent female students.
These results showed inconsistency with the results of studies of Manafi (2003), Osanloo et al., (2006)
and Khosravani and Gilani (2007). But they were consistent and coordinated with the results of studies of
Agha (2008) and Shabani (2001). Many researchers believed that creativity is a God-given gift which is
equally divided between men and women; but the attitude of the society towards girls and boys, their
different social roles, and different areas for the creativity to being flourished had caused that despite the
same talent, their creativity develop in different ways (Hosseini, 2008).
Some hypotheses insisted on the existence of some features because of their essentiality in the emergence
of creativity. Harington (1981) said that creative people have certain traits in terms of characteristic.
Sternberg (1985) believed that the interest in risking, denying restrictions and barriers to the ability to
exploit the environment to create something new and unique, a lot of questions and assumptions and
curiosity are necessary for creativity. Therefore, in determining individual differences about creativity,
such traits cannot be overlooked. Perhaps the differences between girls and boys are related to some areas
of personality and even social areas. The interaction of some personality traits with environmental factors
can lead to different conditions in two genders. Experts believed that some obstacles such as fear of
failure, leaving uncertainties, habits, lack of confidence, no social acceptance, the need to comply
(Hosseini, 2008) and customs (Kerfs, 2003) are effective on the reduction of creativity. Therefore, various
elements are involved in the development of creative differences between boys and girls that shows the
need for more research in this regard.
Recommendations
Regarding to the results of this study, it is suggested:
• Our educational system has always considered the students' general intelligence, but intelligence does
not guarantee success in the long term and for the ultimate success the emotional aspects, personality and
life skills of adolescents must be considered.
• It is essential to design an educational program to increase the emotional intelligence of students and
being implemented at different levels of education.
• Using practical capacities of teachers in order to increase the emotional intelligence of students during
the teaching and the interaction of teachers and students.
• The impact of environmental factors on creativity and emotional intelligence is very high. It is better to
pay attention to the improvement of these characteristics in all kinds of students by providing positive
feedback and preparing the successful experiences areas.
• Using creative and student oriented teaching methods can enhance the self-concept of students in
addition to its positive impact on the creativity of students, because using such methods would have a lot
of successful piece of experiences for students.
• Designing curriculum in a way that the contents and the methods lead to the promotion of creativity of
students, not the death of their creativity.
While doing researches in the following areas is recommended:
• Due to conflicting findings about the effect of gender on emotional intelligence, the need for more indepth studies based on qualitative methods to explore the essential elements of this influence and the
possible mediator variable is recommended in order to identify the personality and social infrastructures
affecting these features.
• Investigating different familial, individual, and institutional features affecting the emotional
intelligence and creativity in terms of path analysis models and structural equations.
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